
Telepopmusik, Animal Man
I let my jaw hang,
Sound right,
Tounge through,
Air-tight,
Thinking a thought,
That was born,
in The dark night.

Taste the tension,
I'm loving the toxic,
Burning in optic fiber fillaments.

What you looking at?
Start pumpin' adrennaline,
A tingle of fear,
This is what we ask for.

Sweat on the brow,
Wondering how to stand strong,
Shake shift the hieghts,
In the ultimate brainstorm.

Primal urging,
Blood pressure resurging,
Alarming head blow,
Wrapped in a turban.

Shovanistic massive ??? magnets,
Picking up my chest when it's time for badness.

I, I'm just an animal.

Forget me not,
Rotten soul and veggitation/rocking soul and veggitation,
Mineral fuels pass glands and night clubs,
Wrapped in foil to armour our creation,
Rediculed all thugs, flies, and bugs/Ready to kill all thugs, flies, and bugs,
??? brain locks into the hallution,
Survival of the fittest,
Between the skyscrapes.

Apes and mutates,
Eggs and Milkshakes,
Surrender,
Or forever come and show me your love.

Urban staggerly,
With a swagger of agony,
Bruised and brutalized those wanting to dagger me,
Forgive me,
my sins spoken in haze to hurt you/my sense spoken in haze to hurt you,
I'm just an animal out,
Way after my curfew.

Rat-racing,
And chasing dreams,
Of dragon tails,
Speaking some respite from in the details.

I said I, I'm just an animal.

Forget me not,
Rotten soul and veggitation/rocking soul and veggitation,
Mineral fuels pass glands and night clubs,



Wrapped in foil to armour our creation,
Rediculed all thugs, flies, and bugs/Ready to kill all thugs, flies, and bugs,
??? brain locks into the hallution,
Survival of the fittest,
Between the skyscrapes.

Apes and mutates,
Eggs and Milkshakes,
Surrender,
Or forever come and show me your love.

I'm just an animal,
I'm just an animal.

Urban staggerly,
With a swagger of agony,
Bruised and brutalized those wanting to dagger me,
Forgive me,
my sins spoken in haze to hurt you/my sense spoken in haze to hurt you,
I'm just an animal out,
Way after my curfew.

Rat-racing,
And chasing dreams,
Of dragon tails,
Speaking some respite from in the details.

I said I, I'm just an animal.

Civilized barbaric yins in agony,
Caged with a passport to mental soggamy,
Analyzed to death,
We flee to the funeral,
Flahsed before your eyes,
Documenting the animals,
Change channels,
You're here with the animals,
Change channels,
We're there with the animals,
Change channels,
Programs accelable,
There I am,
I'm only an animal.

I, I'm just an animal,
(Bring out the horror/Here comes the horror),
I'm just an animal,
(I'm just an ???, I'm just normal),
I, I'm just an animal,
(Same as you, I just don't care for what you think,
??? spiritual),
I'm just an animal,
I'm, I'm just a normal ??? thing,
Just an everyday civilized kinda guy,
??? ???? ???,
I take drugs,
I do em,
I have bad sex,
You know cause we're just animals I don't get it, YOu eat leaves (We eat meat),
You can walk barefoot,
we could be happy,
But we're just animals,
Bluntness,
(Mindless),
We don't stop,



(we..we..don't care),
(Hell, I'll destroy the planet first before you get to it,)
You're an animal!,
You Stink!
You big!
I don't eat pigs
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